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Abstract: We report on a text analysis and machine learning study of social deliberative skill using online dialogues on controversial topics from a college class. We report on our comparison between using the LIWC and Coh-Metrix text analysis feature sets, as well as demographic feature information in an L1 Regularized Logistic Regression machine learning algorithm.
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Introduction

Leaders, organizations, and nations are increasingly faced with complex issues requiring higher order thinking skills, and in particular what we call "social deliberative skills." King & Baxter [1] note that "in times of increased global interdependence, producing interculturally competent citizens who can engage in informed, ethical decision-making when confronted with problems that involve a diversity of perspectives is becoming an urgent educational priority...these skills; however, 'they are what corporations find in shortest supply among entry-level candidates' [2]." Jordan et al. [3] propose two important skill sets for skillfully addressing "complex societal issues, such as gang-related crime, deteriorating residential areas, environmental problems, long-term youth unemployment, [and] racist violence" (p. 34.) Jordan calls these skill sets "complexity awareness" and "perspective awareness," and they have significant overlap with social deliberative skills. Ill-defined (or "wicked") social problems are defined as: have many interacting factors; have multiple stakeholders with heterogeneous viewpoints; are chronic and, while improvable, are not completely 'solvable' in any decisive sense; and require ongoing flexible attention because conditions evolve over time [3] [4]. Though these characteristics are used to describe intransigent social problems, they define many mundane situations as well. Parenting, perusing a career, maintaining intimate relationships, planning and managing a project, and "composing a life" in such a way as to balance one's many needs and constraints—these all present one with mini wicked problems on a regular basis. They require complexity awareness and perspective awareness to address the mental and moral demands of modern life [5]. It is important that we support the development of these skills in the educational systems.

Our overall research goals are to better understand, assess, and support SD-skills in online contexts. A prerequisite to researching how to support SD-skills is being able to measure, identify or assess them. This paper describes an aspect of our ongoing attempts to assess SD-skills using linguistic models. As part of our work investigating online support of SD-skills we have developed a hand-coding scheme for categorizing segments of online text. It has been used to evaluate software features in college classes, with encouraging results [6]. In parallel we are using text classification tools and machine learning to develop automated methods to categorize text to ascertain SD-skills and related indicators of deliberative dialogue quality, which we report on here. We are using automated assessment of SD-skills for two purposes: (1) to assess skill differences and correlations in our evaluative research [7] [8] [9], and (2) to display facets of

1 According to Jordan: "Complexity awareness [is] a person’s propensity to notice…that phenomena are compounded and variable, depend on varying conditions, are results of causal processes that may be...multivariate and systemic, and are embedded in processes [that involve non-simple information feedback loops]...If a person does not notice the complexity in which an issue is embedded, he or she will fail to consider many conditions, causes and consequences that may be significant for managing the issue (Kuhn, 1991)...Perspective awareness [is] the propensity to notice and operate with properties of one’s own and others’ perspectives" (Jordan, 2013, p. 41, italics added).
social deliberative skill in a Facilitators Dashboard that gives facilitators and teachers a bird’s-eye view of important deliberative properties of an online conversation [6].

We focus on the following social deliberative skills or capacities, which are seen repeatedly in the literature (described using a variety of terms):

- Social perspective taking (includes cognitive empathy, reciprocal role taking);
- Social perspective seeking (includes social inquiry, question asking skills);
- Social perspective monitoring (includes self-reflection, meta-dialogue); and
- Social perspective weighing (related to "reflective reasoning" and includes comparing and contrasting the available views, including those of participants and external sources and experts).

Capacities implied in the above include: tolerance for uncertainty, ambiguity, disagreement, paradox, and the ability to take first, second, and third-person perspectives on situations or issues (i.e. subjective, intersubjective (you/we/they), and objective).

Here we describe a continuation of prior work using the text analysis systems LIWC and Coh-Metrix to generate features for machine learning methods to assess SD-skills. In this paper we apply our methods to a new domain and add demographic data (gender and grade level) to the machine learning trials to assess the relative effectiveness of various methods in producing the most accurate machine learning model.

**Background and Related Work**

Automatic text analysis (including a wide variety of computational methods: supervised learning, latent semantic analysis, topic modeling, etc.) has been used successfully for a wide variety of purposes in educational contexts, including to: grade essays [10] [11], analyze content for conceptual understanding [12][13], discover topics or themes, score text sophistication, writing quality, and reading grade level [14], detect off-topic behavior, assess learning styles [16], and score argumentative and question-answering quality [17] [18] [19] [20], identify dialogic moves and patterns, identify tutor behaviors [21] [22]. As far as we know, we are the only ones researching text analysis to assess social deliberative skills such as perspective taking and meta-dialogue in educational contexts or in human dialogues of any sort. There has been related work in non-educational and non-dialogical contexts to identify psycho-linguistic and sociolinguistic phenomena such as emotional states and sentiment [21] [22], personality traits; and even to predict health improvement based on essay writing [23]. Text analysis methods have been used to classify speech acts (including dialogue moves, tutorial acts, argument moves, etc.). For example, Rosé et al. [17] achieved 53% accuracy on classifying "epistemic activity," 61% accuracy for "social modes of co-construction."

Our work uses the output of sophisticated text analysis systems (LIWC and Coh-Metrix) as feature inputs for machine learning algorithms. LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry Word Count, [23]) is a well researched but "shallow" dictionary-matching text categorization system yielding about 80 linguistic categories (e.g. positive emotion words, pronouns, and causation words). Coh-Metrix [22] [24] performs a series of deep-processing analysis (including semantic cohesion, latent semantic analysis, and reading complexity level) yielding about 100 metrics. A simplistic view of these systems is the LIWC categorizes speech acts based on what participants are saying, and Coh-Metrix produces measurements related to how participants are speaking. LIWC features are derived across topic domains and from people from all walks of life; Coh-Metrix features are generated across text genres from a wide spectrum of disciplines. Though LIWC's dictionary-matching method is simple (like keyword-matching), hundreds of studies have been done using it (and contributed to its development) so many of the categories it uses are well researched in terms of how use of these linguistic categories correlate with important psychological or social phenomena. LIWC and Coh-Metrix measurements are ideal for this study, where the discourse data comes from participants across a variety of topic domains and online contexts. Both LIWC and Coh-Metrix features have been shown to be valid and reliable markers of a variety of psycholinguistic phenomena.

In prior studies [9] we used text analysis in conjunction with multi-class machine learning methods to build models for individual deliberative skills. This proved to be challenging for the methods available to us at the time, and we shifted to the more tractable task of building models for a total or composite deliberative skill measure that was the aggregate of the individual sub-skills (later to return to individual skill modeling). A series of experiments, reported in several papers, refined our ability to automatically assess deliberative skill across multiple domains of online engagement. These experiments were conducted with a data corpus consisting of online interactions from three domains. Participant posts were first
partitioned into segments if the type of speech act changed within a post (usually there were 1-4 segments per post). The domains were: an online civic engagement dialog (32 participants with 396 segments of text), two faculty communities engaged in logistical decision making (16 participants and 438 text segments), and, the largest set, college classroom online discussions of controversial topics (90 participants and 1783 text segments). Training was done based on human-rated assessment of deliberative skill, using a coding scheme that had shown inter-rater Cohen's Kappa statistics of 71% on average across the domains (average percent agreement of 76%), which is quite good for a scheme of its complexity [25]. Ten-fold cross validation over the data set was used in all cases.

Early work compared various machine learning methods including Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Topic Modeling, and Regularize Logistic Regression methods (experimenting with a number of parameters within each). We found L1 Regularized Logistic Regression to be the preferred model (though we continued to include comparison with other models though subsequent experiments to validate this finding). Next we compared the success of various feature sets including bag-of-words, LIWC, Coh-Metrix, and combinations of these. We found that using text analysis (LIWC or Coh-Metrix) outperformed bag-of-words methods, that LIWC features usually outperformed the Coh-Metrix features, and that combining these feature sets lead to worse performance that using them individually. Finally, we did cross-domain studies showing that superior models resulted from using certain domains as the training set [26]. Specifically, the model developed using the faculty community showed better performance on all three domains than either drawing training data from the entire corpus or drawing the training sample from the domain to be tested. It appears that this is because the faculty domain had the most balanced (least skewed) data, i.e. there was a sufficiently large percentage of text segments tagged as deliberative skills vs. others (about half).

We continue our research in the study reported here by: (1) applying methods developed previously to a new set of classroom online dialogue data and (2) adding demographic information, gender and grade level, to the models feature set. In this study we extend out prior research on building machine learning models to predict an aggregate (total) social deliberative skill measure.

**Method**

**Data set.** Twenty six students in a college Alternative Dispute Mediation class discussed two topics (the Trayvon Martin killing in Florida and Gun Control, one each week over two weeks) in using the Mediem deep dialogue discussion software. Students were randomly broken into three discussion groups of 8-9 members each, with all groups discussing these topics. There were 8 males and 14 females ranging in undergraduate grade level from sophomores to seniors, with one non-degree student. Each of the three groups used a different set of software features based on our protocol for an experimental study of the effects of tools to support social deliberative skills. In Murray et. al. [6] we discuss our findings that "reflective tools" showed a significant effect size in deliberative skills as measured by human coding, but for this paper we ignore the grouping of students as we are only interested in trying to model the human rating of total deliberative skill using computational methods. The data set consisting of 829 text segments from 369 posts. 43% of the segments were coded under the "deliberate skill" meta-category (vs. 57% "other").

**Machine learning method.** In this study, we used our highest performing machine learning method, L, regularized logistic regression (L-RLR) [27] to model social deliberative behavior and predict its occurrences. L-RLR is also preferred in this research because it not only works well with high dimension feature space and small data sets, but also is able to automatically select features and learn an easy-to-interpet (transparent) model. Being able to automatically select features mitigates the problem that little precedent research exists in this new area that is suggestive of features predictive of social deliberative behavior. Being able to yield an interpretable model presents fewer challenges for researchers in social science and communication science to understand the efficacy of a computational model for social deliberative behavior.

Before we describe L-RLR, let us recall that the logistic loss function is defined as:

\[ p(y|x; \mathbf{W}) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-\mathbf{W}^T \mathbf{x})} \]

---

2 Our coding scheme has 42 categories, 17 of which indicate deliberative skills.
where $x$ is the training data, $y$ is the response variable, and $W$ is the model we learn.

In regularized logistic regression, we solve the following optimization problem:

$$\arg\max_W \sum \log(p(y_i|x_i; W)) - \lambda + \Omega(W)$$

where $\Omega(W)$ is a regularization term used to penalize large weights.

In the case of $L_1$ regularized logistic regression, $L_1$ norm [27], or least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Lasso) is used to induce the penalty. Previous research [28] has shown that $L_1$ regularization logistic regression requires the number of training examples that grows logarithmically with the number of features to learn well, which favors this study.

In our experiments, we used the $l_1$ regularized dual averaging algorithm [29] for solving $l_1$ RLR. We trained $l_1$ RLR (i.e., $\lambda=1, \gamma=2$) with various feature sets and carried out 10-fold stratified cross-validation.

**Results and Discussion**

We performed a set of experiments by exploring the effectiveness of different types of features on predictive accuracy, precision, recall, and $F_2$ measure (the harmonic mean of precision and recall that weights recall twice as high as precision). In Table 1, we report the average performance across cross-validation runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LIWC features</th>
<th>Coh-Metrix features</th>
<th>LIWC+gender+gradLevel features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>61.41</td>
<td>60.68</td>
<td>60.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>54.30</td>
<td>54.31</td>
<td>53.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>68.52</td>
<td>57.94</td>
<td>67.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_2$ measure</td>
<td>65.11</td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td>64.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Predictive performance (in %) of $L_1$ regularized logistic regression built using different type of features

**Predictive performance and feature comparisons.** As can be seen in Table 1, with computational models, we are able to predict social deliberative behavior with up to 61% accuracy, 54% precision, 68% recall, and 65% $F_2$ measure. LIWC features outperformed Coh-Metrix features by a slight margin overall, which confirms earlier findings (we did not model using combined LIWC and Coh-Metrix features as prior work suggested this would not help [26]). Surprisingly, adding the demographic information of gender and grade level as machine learning inputs did not improve performance (it degraded it slightly). $^3$ This suggests that variations due to grade and gender are already encoded in the text analysis features (of both LIWC and Coh-Metrix)—a hypothesis we will pursue in further research.

The performance of the $L_1$-RLR on this data set outperformed the models reported on earlier studies of classroom data. In general, prior studies of multi-domains showed that prediction in the classroom domain was worse than in the other domains (civic engagement and faculty logistical decision-making). More specifically, the results reported here improved over previous results of classroom domains by 8% on precision and 64% on recall. We believe that this is mostly due to the newer data set having less data skew (43% deliberative skill on this set vs. 32% on the prior classroom data set). We are looking into methods to compensate for data skew, including training our models on the most robust data sets as opposed to the testing data sets [26].

In a larger sense, the results suggest that it may be feasible to train machine learning models to automatically analyze conversations in online communication to identify high-order communication skills such as social deliberative behavior.

**Parameters in the learned model.** As mentioned, one of the benefits of using $L_1$-RLR is that the relative importance or weights of each feature can be inspected (they are related to the coefficients of the regression

---

$^3$ Indeed, when examining the learned feature space, we found that both gender and grade level features were shrunk by the $L_1$-RLR model. In other words, both features were assigned zero weights in the final model.
The $L_1$ regularized logistic regression learned a model with 27 features in this domain. In other words, 55 out of the 82 LIWC features were shrunk by $L_1$RLR (which automatically prunes features, another advantage vs. other machine learning methods). In Table 2, we show the top 10 most salient features of the learned model. The rest of the 17 features have absolute feature weights less than 0.01 and are commented below.\footnote{Note, the absolute value of the weights is meaningless and dependent on tuning parameters of the algorithm, and in general are not comparable from one model to the next. Only the relative sizes of the weights within a model are meaningful.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIWC feature</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>assent</td>
<td>assent</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>word counts</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>social processes</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dic</td>
<td>dictionary words</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>1st pers singular</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>funt</td>
<td>total function words</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posemo</td>
<td>positive emotion</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllPct</td>
<td>total punctuations</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect</td>
<td>affective processes</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td>punctuation</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Top 10 LIWC features learnt by L1 regularized logistic regression

Next we summarize the characteristics of social deliberative behavior in the language of LIWC features. LIWC was not designed to measure deliberative skill or any sort of dialogue-quality related speech act categories, and predictive relationships between its categories and deliberative skill are expected to be secondary (i.e. resulting from more clearly relevant intermediate factors). Compared to “other speech acts”, social deliberative behavior has: more assent words, longer messages, more 1st person pronouns, more positive emotions, more total punctuations, more affective processes, more certain words, more pronouns (i.e., personal pronouns and impersonal pronouns), more cognitive process, more auxiliary verbs, fewer social processes, fewer dictionary words, fewer functional words, fewer relative words, fewer words per sentence, fewer prepositions, fewer big words, fewer dashes, fewer words about time, fewer commas, fewer space words, fewer present tense, and fewer articles.

Assent-words (31 word stems including absolutely, agree, alright*, haha*, ok, yes, yup…) and the segment word count (WC) were by far the largest factors in this model. Pennebaker & King [30] say the following about assent and word count. Higher word count is related to better group performance. Lots of assents and questions stimulate better team performance. “Later in a group task, assents may signal consensus, early assents may indicate blind agreement by unmotivated group members” [31, p 33]; and “in a cooperative coordination context, higher total word count may signal better communication and agreement, whereas in a negotiation context it may signal a breakdown in agreement.” (p. 35). Our related analysis of the faculty dialog also showed that word count was highly related to human assessment of deliberative skill, but, curiously assent was not so related [26]. Further work is ongoing to determining the domain-dependent aspects of deliberative behaviors.

Discussion and Conclusions

We have seen encouraging results in our attempts to model an aggregate classification for total social deliberative skill in a number of online deliberation domains, including in college classroom discussions. We believe that we will be able to improve the accuracy and recall values of the model substantially with additional research. We will continue to do research on modeling individual deliberative sub-skills and dialogue quality indicators, though it is not clear yet whether we will be successful with many of these (some, such as "appreciation", are not as difficult).

In future studies, we will perform similar tests on more domains and in various online contexts (e.g., collaborative problem-solving, negotiation, and disputation) to study the role that demographic features (e.g., gender, age, race) play in predicting social deliberative behavior.
One of the most exciting applications of this work has been in the design and evaluation of a Facilitators Dashboard that shows a birds-eye view of certain dialogue parameters [6]. See Figure 1. We have begun to visualize some of the text analysis in this tool. Early comments from instructors and professional facilitators and mediators indicate that such analysis will be very useful for their work.

Figure 1. Facilitators Dashboard
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